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ABSTRACT

This paper studies argumentation-based dialogues between
agents. It takes a previously de ned system by whi h agents
an trade arguments and examines the out omes of the dialogues this system permits. In addition to providing a rst
hara terisation of su h out omes, the paper also investigates the extent to whi h out omes are dependent on ta tial play by the agents, and arguing that this violates prin iples of me hanism design, identi es how to prevent ta ti s
having an e e t.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Arti ial Intelligen e℄: Distributed Arti ial Inte-

lligen e|Coheren e and o-ordination; multiagent systems.
General Terms

Languages, theory.
Keywords

Agent ommuni ation, dialogue games, argumentation.
1.

INTRODUCTION

When building multi-agent systems, we take for granted
the fa t that the agents whi h make up the system will need
to ommuni ate: to resolve di eren es of opinion and oni ts of interest; to work together to resolve dilemmas or
nd proofs; or simply to inform ea h other of pertinent
fa ts. Many of these ommuni ation requirements annot
be ful lled by the ex hange of single messages. Instead, the
agents on erned need to be able to ex hange a sequen e of
messages whi h all bear upon the same subje t. In other
words they need the ability to engage in dialogues. As a
result of this requirement, there has been mu h work on
providing agents with the ability to hold su h dialogues.
Re ently some of this work has onsidered argument-based
approa hes to dialogue, for example the work by Dignum et
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al. [5℄, Parsons and Jennings [16℄, Reed [22℄, S hroeder et
al. [23℄ and Sy ara [24℄.

Reed's work built on an in uential model of human dialogues due to argumentation theorists Doug Walton and
Erik Krabbe [25℄, and we also take their dialogue typology
as our starting point. Walton and Krabbe set out to analyze
the on ept of ommitment in dialogue, so as to \provide
on eptual tools for the theory of argumentation" [25, page
ix℄. This led to a fo us on persuasion dialogues, and their
work presents formal models for su h dialogues. In attempting this task, Walton and Krabbe re ognized the need for a
hara terization of dialogues, and so they present a broad
typology for inter-personal dialogue. They make no laims
for its omprehensiveness.
Their ategorization identi es six primary types of dialogues and three mixed types. The ategorization is based
upon: what information the parti ipants ea h have at the
ommen ement of the dialogue (with regard to the topi
of dis ussion); what goals the individual parti ipants have;
and what goals are shared by the parti ipants, goals we may
view as those of the dialogue itself. This dialogue game view
of dialogues, revived by Hamblin [11℄ and extending ba k to
Aristotle, overlaps with work on onversational poli ies (see,
for example, [4, 7℄), but di ers in onsidering the entire dialogue rather than dialogue segments.
As de ned by Walton and Krabbe, the three types of dialogue we onsider here are:
Information-Seeking Dialogues: One parti ipant seeks
the answer to some question(s) from another parti ipant, who is believed by the rst to know the answer(s).
Inquiry Dialogues: The parti ipants ollaborate to answer some question or questions whose answers are not
known to any one parti ipant.
Persuasion Dialogues: One party seeks to persuade another party to adopt a belief or point-of-view he or she
does not urrently hold. These dialogues begin with
one party supporting a parti ular statement whi h the
other party to the dialogue does not, and the rst seeks
to onvin e the se ond to adopt the proposition. The
se ond party may not share this obje tive.
Our previous work investigated apturing these types of
dialogue using a formal model of argumentation [2℄, and
the properties and omplexity of su h dialogues [19℄. Here
we extend this investigation, turning to onsider the questions \how an we hara terise the out omes of dialogues",

and \to what extent are the out omes of dialogues predetermined?" In other words, how does the knowledge that
agents have a e t the nal result of the dialogue, and does
it matter what lo utions agents utter, and in what order
they utter illo utions, or are the results of the dialogue entirely determined by what the agents know and the proto ols
they use?
One of the interesting things about this question is that
the kind of answer we would like to the above question depends on our perspe tive. On one hand, it seems attra tive
for agents to be able to \ ontrol their own destiny", and
have the ability to rea h di erent out omes1 depending on
how they a t within the onstraints of a dialogue proto ol.
On the other hand, from a me hanism design [12℄ perspe tive, it is attra tive for the proto ol to ensure that agents
with the same knowledge oming into a dialogue will always
nd the same result|that way the proto ol an be seen to
stop one agent misleading another. As we shall see, our formal framework makes both answers to the question possible
under di erent onditions.
Note that, despite the fa t that the types of dialogue we
are onsidering are drawn from the analysis of human dialogues, we are only on erned here with dialogues between
arti ial agents. Unlike Grosz and Sidner [10℄ for example, we hoose to fo us in this way in order to simplify our
task|dealing with arti ial languages avoids mu h of the
omplexity inherent in natural language dialogues.
2.

In this se tion we brie y introdu e the formal system of
argumentation whi h forms the ba kbone of our approa h.
This is inspired by the work of Dung [6℄ but goes further in
dealing with preferen es between arguments. Further details
are available in [1℄. We start with a possibly in onsistent
knowledge base  with no dedu tive losure. We assume 
ontains formulas of a propositional language L. ` stands
for lassi al inferen e and  for logi al equivalen e. An argument is a proposition and the set of formulae from whi h
it an be inferred:
Definition 1. An argument is a pair A = (H h ) where
h is a formula of L and H a subset of  su h that:
;

1. H is onsistent;

` h; and

3. H is minimal, so no proper subset of H satisfying both
1. and 2. exists.
H is alled the support of A, written H = Support(A) and
h is the on lusion of A written h = Con lusion(A).

We talk of h being supported by the argument (H h )
In general, sin e  is in onsistent, arguments in A(),
the set of all arguments whi h an be made from , will
on i t, and we make this idea pre ise with the notion of
under utting:
Definition 2. Let A1 and A2 be two arguments of A().
A1 under uts A2 i 9h 2 Support (A2 ) su h that h  :Conlusion (A1 ).
;

1

In the sense of what agents end up believing.

;:::;

>

;

;
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In other words, an argument is under ut if and only if there
is another argument whi h has as its on lusion the negation
of an element of the support for the rst argument.
To apture the fa t that some fa ts are more strongly believed2 we assume that any set of fa ts has a preferen e order
over it. We suppose that this ordering derives from the fa t
that the knowledge base  is strati ed into non-overlapping
sets 1
n su h that fa ts in i are all equally preferred and are more preferred than those in j where j i .
The preferen e level of a nonempty subset H of , level (H ),
is the number of the highest numbered layer whi h has a
member in H .
Definition 3. Let A1 and A2 be two arguments in A().
A1 is preferred to A2 a ording to Pref , Pref (A1 A2 ), i
level (Support (A1 ))  level (Support (A2 )).
By Pref we denote the stri t pre-order asso iated with
Pref . If A1 is preferred to A2 , we say that A1 is stronger
than A2 3 . We an now de ne the argumentation system we
will use:
Definition 4. An argumentation system (AS) is a triple
hA() Under ut Pref i su h that:
 A() is a set of the arguments built from ,
;

Under ut is a binary relation representing the defeat
relationship between arguments, Under ut  A() 
A(), and
Pref is a (partial or omplete) preordering on A() 
A().

The preferen e order makes it possible to distinguish di erent types of relation between arguments:
Definition 5. Let A1 , A2 be two arguments of A().
 If A2 under
uts A1 then A1 defends itself against A2
i A1 Pref A2 . Otherwise, A1 does not defend itself.
 A set of arguments S defends A i : 8 B under uts A

and A does not defend itself against B then 9 C 2 S
su h that C under uts B and B does not defend itself
against C .

Hen eforth, CUnder ut Pref will gather all non-under ut arguments and arguments defending themselves against all
their under utting arguments. In [1℄, it was shown that the
set S of a eptable arguments of the argumentation system
hA() Under ut Pref i is the least xpoint of a fun tion F :
S  A()
F (S ) = f(H h ) 2 A()j(H h ) is defended by Sg
Definition 6. The set of a eptable arguments for an
argumentation system hA() Under ut Pref i is:
[
S = Fi 0 (;)
i
h[
= CUnder ut Pref [ Fi 1 (CUnder ut Pref )
An argument is a eptable if it is a member of the a eptable
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

set.
2
Here we only deal with beliefs, though the approa h an also handle
desires and intentions as in [18℄ and ould be extended to ope with
other mental attitudes.
3
We a knowledge that this model of preferen es is rather restri tive
and in the future intend to work to relax it.

An a eptable argument is one whi h is, in some sense,
proven sin e all the arguments whi h might undermine it
are themselves undermined.

accept(p). p

3.

accept(S).

LOCUTIONS AND ATTITUDES

As in our previous work, agents de ide what they know by
determining whi h propositions they have a eptable arguments for. They trade propositions for whi h they have a eptable arguments, and a ept propositions put forward by
other agents if they nd that the arguments are a eptable.
The exa t lo utions and the way that they are ex hanged
de ne a formal dialogue game whi h agents engage in.
Dialogues are assumed to take pla e between two agents,
for example alled P and C . Ea h agent has a knowledge
base, P and C respe tively, ontaining their beliefs. In
addition, ea h agent has a further knowledge base, a essible to both agents, ontaining ommitments made in the
dialogue4 . These ommitment stores are denoted CS (P )
and CS (C ) respe tively, and in this dialogue system an
agent's ommitment store is just a subset of its knowledge
base. Note that the union of the ommitment stores an
be viewed as the state of the dialogue at a given time.
Ea h agent has a ess to their own private knowledge base
and both ommitment stores. Thus
P an make use of
hA(P [ CS (C )) Under ut Pref i5 and C an make use of
hA(C [ CS (P )) Under ut Pref i.
All the knowledge bases ontain propositional formulas
and are not losed under dedu tion, and all are strati ed by
degree of belief as dis ussed above. Here we assume that
these degrees of belief are stati and that both the players
agree on them, though it is possible [3℄ to ombine di erent
sets of preferen es, and it is also possible to have agents
modify their beliefs on the basis of the reliability of their
a quaintan es [15℄.
With this ba kground, we an present the set of dialogue
moves rst introdu ed in [19℄. Ea h lo ution has a rule des ribing how to update ommitment stores after the move,
and groups of moves have onditions under whi h the move
an be made|these are given in terms of the agents' assertion and a eptan e attitudes (de ned below). For all
moves, player P addresses the i th move of the dialogue to
player C.
assert(p).

;

;

;

;

where p is a propositional formula.

CSi (P ) = CSi 1 (P )[fp g and CSi (C ) = CSi 1 (C )

is a propositional formula.
CSi (P ) = CSi 1 (P )[fp g and CSi (C ) = CSi 1 (C )

S is a set of propositional formulas.
CSi (P ) = CSi 1 (P )[S and CSi (C ) = CSi 1 (C )
There are also moves whi h allow questions to be posed.

where p is a propositional formula.
CSi (P ) = CSi 1 (P ) and CSi (C ) = CSi 1 (C )
A hallenge is a means of making the other player expli itly
state the argument supporting a proposition. In ontrast, a
question an be used to query the other player about any
proposition.
challenge(p).

where p is a propositional formula.
CSi (P ) = CSi 1 (P ) and CSi (C ) = CSi 1 (C )
We refer
to this set of moves as the set M0DC . The lo utions
in M0DC are similar to those dis ussed in legal reasoning [8,
21℄ and it should be noted that there is no retra t lo ution.
Note that these lo utions are ones used within dialogues|
lo utions su h as those dis ussed in [14℄ would be required
to frame dialogues.
We also need to de ne the attitudes whi h ontrol the
assertion and a eptan e of propositions.
Definition 7. An agent may have one of two assertion
question(p).

attitudes.



a on dent agent an assert any proposition p for whi h
it an onstru t an argument (S ; p ).



a areful agent an assert any proposition p if it is
unable to onstru t a stronger argument for :p.

 a thoughtful

agent an assert any proposition p for
whi h it an onstru t an a eptable argument (S ; p ).

Definition 8. An agent may have one of three a eptan e attitudes.
 a redulous agent an a ept any proposition p if it is

ba ked by an argument.

Here p an be any propositional formula, as well as the speial hara ter U , dis ussed below.



assert(S). where S is a set of formulas representing the
support of an argument.

 a skepti al agent

CSi (P ) = CS (P )i

1

[S and CSi (C ) = CSi 1 (C )

The ounterpart of these moves are the a eptan e moves.
They an be used whenever the proto ol and the agent's
a eptan e attitude allow.

a autious agent an a ept any proposition p if it is
unable to onstru t a stronger argument for :p.
an a ept any proposition p if there
is an a eptable argument for p.

Sin e agents are typi ally involved in both asserting and
a epting propositions, we denote the ombination of an
agent's two attitudes as

hassertion attitude i ha
=

Following Hamblin [11℄ ommitments here are propositions that an
agent is prepared to defend.
5
Whi h, of ourse, is exa tly the same thing as hA(P [ CS (P ) [
CS (C )); Under ut ; Pref i.
4

eptan e attitude i

The e e ts of this range of agent attitudes on dialogue outomes is studied in [20℄, and for the rest of this paper we
will fo us on thoughtful/skepti al agents.

4.

TYPES OF DIALOGUE

Previously [19℄ we de ned three proto ols for information
seeking, inquiry and persuasion dialogues. These proto ols
are deliberately simple, the simplest we an imagine that an
satisfy the de nitions given by [25℄, sin e we believe that we
need to understand the behaviour of these simple proto ols
before we are to able to understand more omplex proto ols.
Information-seeking. In an information seeking dialogue,
one parti ipant seeks the answer to some question from another parti ipant. If the information seeker is agent A and
the other agent is B , then we an de ne the proto ol IS
for an information seeking dialogue about a proposition p
as follows:
1. A asks question (p ).
2. B replies with either assert (p ), assert (:p ), or assert (U ).
Whi h will depend upon the ontents of its knowledgebase and its assertion attitude. U indi ates that, for
whatever reason B annot give an answer.
3. A either a ept s B 's response, if its a eptan e attitude
allows, or hallenge s. U annot be hallenge d and as
soon as it is asserted, the dialogue terminates without
the question being resolved.
4. B replies to a hallenge with an assert (S ), where S
is the support of an argument for the last proposition
hallenged by A.
5. Go to 3 for ea h proposition in S in turn.
Note that A a epts whenever possible, only being able to
hallenge when unable to a ept|\only" in the sense of only
being able to hallenge then and hallenge being the only
lo ution other than a ept that it is allowed to make. More
exible dialogue proto ols are allowed, as in [2℄, but at the
ost of possibly running forever6 .

In an inquiry dialogue, the parti ipants ollaborate to answer some question whose answer is not known to
either. There are a number of ways in whi h one might onstru t an inquiry dialogue (for example see [13℄). Here we
present one simple possibility. We assume that two agents
A and B have already agreed to engage in an inquiry about
some proposition p by some ontrol dialogue as suggested
in [14℄, and from this point an adopt the following proto ol
I:
1. A asserts q ! p for some q or U .
2. B a epts q ! p if its a eptan e attitude allows, or
hallenges it.
3. A replies to a hallenge with an assert (S ), where S
is the support of an argument for the last proposition
hallenged by B .
4. Goto 2 for ea h proposition s 2 S in turn, repla ing
q ! p by s .
5. B assert s q , or r ! q for some r , or U .
Inquiry.

6
The proto ol in [2℄ allows an agent to interje t with question (p ) for
any p at several points, making it possible for a dialogue between two
agents to ontinue inde nitely.

6. If A(CS (A)[CS (B )) in ludes an argument for p whi h
is a eptable to both agents, then rst A and then B
a ept it and the dialogue terminates su essfully.
7. Go to 5, reversing the roles of A and B and substituting r for q and some t for r .
This proto ol7 is basi ally a series of implied IS dialogues.
First A asks \do you know of anything whi h would imply
p were it known?". B replies with one, or the dialogue
terminates with U . If A a epts the impli ation, B asks
\now, do you know q , or any r whi h would imply q were
it known?", and the pro ess repeats until either the pro ess
bottoms out in a proposition whi h both agents agree on, or
there is no new impli ation to add to the hain.
In a persuasion dialogue, one party seeks to
persuade another party to adopt a belief or point-of-view he
or she does not urrently hold. The dialogue game DC, on
whi h the moves in [2℄ are based, is fundamentally a persuasion game, so the proto ol below results in games whi h are
very like those des ribed in [2℄. This proto ol, P , is as follows, where agent A is trying to persuade agent B to a ept
p.
1. A assert s p .
2. B a ept s p if its a eptan e attitude allows, if not B
assert s :p if it is allowed to, or otherwise hallenge s
p.
3. If B asserts :p , then goto 2 with the roles of the agents
reversed and :p in pla e of p .
4. If B has hallenge d, then:
(a) A asserts S , the support for p ;
(b) Goto 2 for ea h s 2 S in turn.
If at any point an agent annot make the indi ated move,
it has to on ede the dialogue game. If A on edes, it fails
to persuade B that p is true. If B on edes, then A has
su eeded in persuading it. An agent also on edes the game
if at any point if there are no propositions made by the other
agent that it hasn't a epted.
We should point out that this kind of persuasion dialogue
does not assume that agents ne essarily start from opposite
positions, one believing p and one believing :p . Instead one
agent believes p and the other may believe :p , but also may
believe neither p nor :p . This is perfe tly onsistent with
the notion of persuasion suggested by Walton and Krabbe
[25℄.
Note that all three of these proto ols have the same ore
steps. One agent assert s something, the other a ept s if
it an, otherwise it hallenge s. A hallenge provokes the
assert ion of the grounds, whi h are in turn either a ept ed
or hallenge d. The proposition p that is the rst assertion,
and the entral proposition of the dialogue, is said to be
the subje t of the dialogue. This basi framework has been
shown [17, 19℄ to be apable of apturing a range of dialogue
types. Here we examine what its onsequen es are in terms
of the out omes of dialogues that are arried out using this
framework.
7
Whi h di ers from the inquiry dialogue in [19℄ in the a ept
moves in step 6.
Persuasion.

5.

DIALOGUE OUTCOMES

One important set of properties to onsider of a dialogue
system intended for use between autonomous agents is the
extent to whi h the out ome of the dialogue depends upon
the way the dialogue progresses, on the knowledge8 that
agents hoose to reveal to one another, rather than on what
they believe to be true, and the proto ol.
To do this, we need a pre ise notion of the out ome of
a dialogue. There are several things that an be used to
measure an out ome. One is in terms of the what agents
ome to a ept during the ourse of the dialogue:
Definition 9. Consider two agents F and G engaging in
a dialogue. The set of a eptan e out omes for F of the dialogue are all the propositions p su h that F makes the move
assert (p ), and subsequently G makes the move a ept (p ).

For ea h a eptan e out ome for a given agent, we say that
the other agent has a epted the proposition in question.
Sin e propositions that are not the subje t of the dialogue
are often a epted, an a eptan e result need not be the
subje t of the dialogue.
We an also relate out omes to what agents know. We
de ne:
Definition 10. Consider two agents F and G that are
engaging in a dialogue. Then:
 the set of knowledge out omes for F Ok (F jG ) is the
set of all the propositions p su h that p is the on lusion of an argument in A(F [ CS (G ));
 the set of joint knowledge out omes Ok (F ^ G ) is the
set of all the propositions p su h that p is the on lusion of an argument in A(F [ G );
 the set of ommitted out omes for F O (F jG ) is the
set of all the propositions p su h that p is the on lusion of an argument in A(CS (F )); and
 the set of joint ommitted out omes O (F ^ G ) is the
set of all the propositions p su h that p is the on lusion of an argument in A(CS (F ) [ CS (G )).

We an also de ne the a eptable subsets of these out omes|
the a eptable knowledge out omes for F Oka (F jG ), a eptable joint knowledge out omes Oka (F ^ G ), a eptable ommitted out omes for F O a (F jG ), and a eptable joint ommitted out omes O a (F ^ G ).
Note that all but the joint knowledge out omes and a eptable joint knowledge out omes will hange over the ourse
of a dialogue as the ontents of the ommitment stores alter.
Unless otherwise noted, here we will only onsider these sets
at the end of a dialogue.
Now, it is easy to show that there is an in lusion relationship between knowledge and ommitted out omes:
Proposition 1. For a dialogue between any two agents
F and G:

Ok (F jG )  Ok (F ^ G )
O (F jG )  O (F ^ G )
O (F jG )  Ok (F jG )
O (F ^ G )  Ok (F ^ G )
8
For now we will just onsider this information to be beliefs, though
as in [17℄, we an extend the approa h to other mental notions as
well.

Proof. Sin e an agent's ommitment store is a subset of
its knowledge base, (F [ CS (G ))  F [ G , and the rst
relation follows dire tly from the monotoni ity of propositional logi . The remaining relations follow for similar reasons.

No su h rm relationship exists between a eptable knowledge and ommitted out omes:
Proposition 2. For a dialogue between two agents F and
G, the relationships between Oka (F jG ), Oka (F ^G ), O a (F jG ),
and O a (F ^ G ) depend upon the knowledge of the agents and

the ontents of the ommitment stores.
Proof. This follows from the non-monotoni ity of a eptability. If there are no on i ting arguments in A(F )
or A(G ), then Oka (F jG ), Oka (F ^G ), O a (F jG ), and O a (F ^
G ) will be exa tly Ok (F jG ), Ok (F ^ G ), O (F jG ), and
O (F ^ G ), respe tively, and the relationship between the
sets of arguments will be as in Proposition 1. However,
if between them the agents have a pair of arguments that
make ea h other una eptable|(fa ; a ! g; ) and (fb ; b !
: g; : ) (all with the same preferen
e), for example|then
if neither has been asserted, Oka (F jG ) 6 Oka (F ^ G ). If
G asserts one of these arguments and F does not, then
O a (F jG ) 6 O a (F ^ G ). If F then asserts its argument,
then its on lusion will be an a eptable ommitted out ome
but annot be an a eptable knowledge out ome for F , so
O a (F ^ G ) 6 Oka (F jG ). Finally, either agent might have
asserted something, r say, that is a eptable given what it
knows and what the other agent has in its ommitment store
(and so is an a eptable joint ommitted out ome), but whi h
the other agent has a stronger argument against (and so
annot be an a eptable joint knowledge out ome) sin e the
dialogue may end before the a eptability of r omes into
question. Hen e the relationships in question depend on the
ontents of the agents' knowledge bases and the ommitment
stores.

This result is a positive one. Without it dialogues would be
so predi table that we did not even need to onsider what
the agents knew in order to predi t the out ome. What the
result means is that|sin e the ontent of the ommitment
stores is riti al in determining the out omes, and sin e the
ontents of the ommitment stores is determined by what
moves the agents make, and the moves are determined in
part by the proto ol|the proto ol has a role in determining
the out ome of the dialogues.
Finally, to end the preliminaries, we an relate a eptan e
out omes and a eptable knowledge out omes:
Proposition 3. If p is an a eptan e result for F in a
dialogue with G, then p is an a eptable knowledge out ome
for F and G. The reverse does not hold.
Proof. For p to be an a eptan e result for F , is has
to be asserted by F and a epted by G. To be asserted by
F , it must be a eptable given all F knows and all G has
asserted|thus it has to be an a eptable knowledge out ome
for F . To a ept p, G has to he k p against the ontents
of its knowledge base and what F has in its ommitment
store. So if p is a epted, it must be an a eptable knowledge
out ome for G.
For p to be an a eptan e result for F , F must assert it
and have it a epted by G. Consider a dialogue in whi h F

asserts q, it is hallenged by G, and so F asserts the support
of q, whi h in ludes p. Now suppose that G nds that the
rst element of the support, r say, is not a eptable given
G [ CS (F ). The dialogue will end without p being a epted,
even if p is an a eptable knowledge out ome for G (and it
has to be one for F before it an be asserted).

The fa t that the result does not hold in both dire tions is
the reason that we need both notions of out ome in order
to hara terise the results of dialogues.
Now we are ready to hara terise the out omes of dialogues. Sin e the proposition U indi ates that a dialogue
ends be ause of a la k of knowledge, we onsider dialogues
that end with a U or a repeated lo ution to have failed in
some way. Thus any dialogue that does not end in this way
will be said to be su essful. Information seeking dialogues
will end, if su essful, with one agent getting the other to
a ept p or :p :
Proposition 4. A dialogue between agents F and G about
p under proto ol IS , in whi h F makes the rst move, will
end either with one of:





G making the move U ;
one agent repeating a lo ution;
p or :p being an a eptan e result for G.

Proof. If F moves
rst, G asserts p, :p, or U . The
latter ends the dialogue. Otherwise F a epts, in whi h ase
the p or :p is an a eptan e result for G, or hallenges. If
F hallenges, G asserts the support for p, and F onsiders
ea h member of the support in turn. As in [19℄, this results
in either the a eptan e of the support and thus whi hever
of p and :p was initially asserted, or a repeated lo ution,
when an una eptable member of the support is hallenged
twi e. Either way the result holds.

As a result of Proposition 3, a su essful dialogue between
agents F and G about p under proto ol IS an result in
either p or :p being in the set of a eptable knowledge outomes for both agents.
Persuasion dialogues an end with either agent having an
a eptan e out ome:
Proposition 5. A dialogue between agents F and G about
p under proto ol
end with one of:

P , in whi h F

makes the rst move, will

 one agent repeating a lo ution;
 p being an a eptan e out ome for F ; or
 :p being an a eptan e out ome for G.
Proof. If F moves rst, it asserts p. If G does not hallenge, the rest of the dialogue plays out like a dialogue about
p under IS that G starts, and ends with a repeated lo ution
or p being an a eptan e result for F (U an only be uttered
at an earlier point). If G asserts :p, either F ends the dialogue by reasserting p, or the rest of the dialogue plays out
like a dialogue about :p under IS that F starts. Either way,
the result holds.

Again, Proposition 3 tells us that a su essful persuasion
dialogue between agents F and G about p under proto ol
P ends with either p or :p being in the set of a eptable
knowledge out omes of both agents.
Inquiry dialogues are a little di erent, sin e su essful inquiry dialogues do not, as de ned, have a eptan e out omes
that dire tly relate to the subje t of the dialogue. However,
we an hara terise the out ome as follows:
Proposition 6. A dialogue between agents F and G about
p under proto ol I , will end with one agent making the move
U , or with p as an a eptable joint ommitted out ome.
Proof. The dialogue is just a ba kward sear h for a proof
of p. Agents take it in turns to assert an impli ation that
leads to p. The pro ess ends if either annot add a new step
in the proof that is a eptable to both agents9 , or with the
assertion of all the steps in a proof for p that is a eptable
to both agents. In the latter ase, then all the steps of an a eptable argument for p are in the union of the ommitment
stores and p is an a eptable joint knowledge out ome.

6. PREDETERMINISM

As was shown in [20℄, if all agents in a dialogue are both
thoughtful/skepti al, then one agent annot deliberately mislead another in the sense of the dialogue having an a eptan e out ome for the rst agent on erning a proposition
if the rst agent has a better argument for the negation of
that proposition. However, this does not prevent dialogues
having a eptan e out omes in situations where intuitively
both agents together should be able to gure out that the
proposition in question should not be a epted, as the following result shows:
Proposition 7. There exist dialogues between two agents

F and G under proto ols IS , I , or P su h that there is an
a eptan e out ome for one agent for a proposition whi h is
not a eptable given F [ G . This holds even if both agents
are thoughtful/skepti al.
Proof. This is an existen e result whi h we prove by example. Let F = f: ; a ; a ! b g and G = f: ! :b g
where : and : ! b have a higher preferen e level than
the other propositions. Then F an assert b, and G will a ept it even though (fa ; a ! b g; b ) is not in A(F [ G ).

Now, there are two ways to read this result. One, whi h
we will all the ta ti al dialogue reading, takes this result as
a positive feature of the IS , I , and P proto ols. A ording to this position, one wishes to build agents that have
some kind of rhetori al ability, and an, by lever ta ti s,
get other agents to a ept things that they might otherwise
not a ept. In other words, we want proto ols whi h do not
make the out ome predetermined by the agents' knowledge.
The positive view of the IS , I , and P proto ols in the
ta ti al dialogue view is further bolstered by the following
result:
Proposition 8. There exist dialogues between two agents

F and G under proto ols IS , I , or P su h that the a eptan e out omes of the dialogue depend upon the order in
whi h propositions are asserted. This holds whatever the
assertion and a eptan e attitudes of the agents.
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Proof. This is another existen e result that we prove by
example. Let F = fa ; a ! b ; b ! ; a ! f ; f ! g
and G = fb ; f ! :b ; b ! :f g where all propositions are
equally preferred. If F asserts fa ; a ! b ; b ! g; ) then
the dialogue has the a eptan e out ome of for F . However, if F rst asserts (fa ; a ! f ; f ! g; ), then will
not be an a eptan e out ome for F even if it subsequently
asserts (fa ; a ! b ; b ! g; ) be ause supplying f gives G
arguments that atta k both of F 's arguments for C .

A di erent view of the proto ols, what we will all the dialogue as me hanism view, suggests that Propositions 7 and 8
are both negative. From this perspe tive, dialogue proto ols
should be like e onomi me hanisms [12℄. In the same way
that e onomi me hanism design tries to ensure that the
results of, for instan e, an au tion does not depend upon
the order in whi h the bids are made but only the values
parti ipants pla e upon the good being au tioned, so the
out omes of dialogues should not depend upon the order of
agents' lo utions, but upon what they know. In other words,
the out omes should be predetermined.
Both these last results are spe ial ases of:
Proposition 9. Consider two agents F and G engaging

in a dialogue under proto ols IS , I , or P , the set of a eptan e out omes for F is not ne essarily the set of a eptable
joint knowledge out omes.
Proof. By propositions 4, 5 and 6, we know that outomes of dialogues under proto ols IS , I , or P are a eptable
knowledge out omes for one or other agent (in the ase of IS
and P dialogues) or a eptable joint ommitted out omes (in
the ase of I dialogues). Proposition 2 tells us that neither
a eptable knowledge out omes or a eptable joint ommitted out omes need be a eptable joint knowledge out omes,
and the result follows.

This result in turn suggests that equivalen e of a eptan e
out omes and the a eptable joint knowledge out omes might
be an important onsideration in determining whether proto ols allow for ta ti al play or whether they predetermine
the out ome. Certainly, the set of a eptable joint knowledge out omes (as remarked above) is the only one of the
out ome measures we are dealing with that an be identi ed
without going through a dialogue. In fa t:
Proposition 10. Consider two agents F and G engaging

in a dialogue under a proto ol in whi h the set of a eptan e
out omes for either agent is exa tly the set of a eptable joint
knowledge out omes. The a eptan e out omes will not depend upon the order in whi h propositions are asserted.
Proof. We are told that any p that is an a eptan e outome is in OKa (F ^ G ). Sin e, by de nition, OKa (F ^ G )
depends only on the ontents of F and G rather than the
ontents of the ommitment stores, it is learly independent
of the moves in the dialogue.

This, then, gives us a way to test whether a proto ol ensures a predetermined out ome|all we have to do is to see
whether it allows propositions that are not in the set of a eptable joint knowledge out omes.
Now, the key thing about the result given above is that the
set of a eptable joint knowledge out omes is in some sense
the maximal set of propositions that an be obtained from

the dialogue. It is not ne essarily the biggest set of a eptable out omes, the nonmonotoni ity of argumentation sees
to that, but it is based on all the arguments that might be
put forward by both parti ipants. Thus on e a proposition
makes it into the set of a eptable joint knowledge out omes,
there are no more arguments that might overturn it.
Proposition 11. Consider two agents F and G engaging

in a dialogue under some proto ol. That the set of a eptan e
out omes for either agent is exa tly the set of a eptable joint
knowledge out omes is a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition
for the a eptan e out omes to not depend upon the order in
whi h propositions are asserted.
Proof. Proposition 10 shows that if the a eptan e outomes are a eptable joint knowledge out omes, then the outomes do not depend on the order of assertion. We thus
only need to show that if the a eptan e out omes are not
a eptable joint knowledge out omes, then the out omes will
depend on the order of assertion. Consider p, an a eptan e
out ome for F that is not an a eptable joint knowledge outome. Sin e p is not an a eptable joint knowledge out ome,
there is some argument in F [ G that makes p not a eptable, and so if the dialogue had pre eded di erently, p would
not have been an a eptan e out ome. Thus the result follows.

This gives us a way that is easy to state, for adapting the
proto ols IS , I , and P to make them predetermined. We
just ensure that every proposition that will be needed to establish the a eptable joint knowledge out omes is asserted.
Of ourse, while this is easy to state, it is mu h harder to
establish exa tly what the right propositions should be.
One solution would be to simply assert the full set of
propositions in F and G , ensuring that the full set of ne essary propositions has to be asserted. However, this kind of
approa h will be ineÆ ient in general, both in the ommuniation it requires, and the time and omputational resour es
the agents onsume in pro essing this information. A better
solution is to only assert those propositions that will have a
bearing on the a eptability of the subje t of the dialogue.
Sin e the propositions that need to be asserted must be part
of arguments that atta k the argument supporting the subje t (or atta k arguments that atta k su h arguments, and
so on), then it is possible to identify them. However, it is
hard to see how to identify them systemati ally, sin e their
onne tion ould be revealed at any time.
For now the only way we an see to ensure that all ne essary propositions are asserted is to modify dialogues along
the lines of one of the inquiry dialogue in [20℄. Under this
proto ol, (i) any response to a hallenge involves the assertion of the support for every argument for the proposition
in question, (ii) at every step in the proof, every possible
impli ation that might form the next step of the proof is
asserted, and (iii) agents are released from the need to take
turns. Future work will onsider if there is a notion of relevan e that an help to better identify the minimal set of
propositions to assert.
Finally, it seems to us that the hoi e of whether dialogues should have predetermined out omes or allow for ta ti al play is one that will depend upon the ontext in whi h
the dialogues are taking pla e. The results presented here
should make it possible to hoose the right kind of dialogue
for a given ontext, but further work is required to establish
whi h ontexts require whi h kind of dialogue.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has extended the analysis of formal inter-agent
dialogues in [19℄. We have provided the rst detailed hara terisation of the out omes of su h dialogues, and then we
have investigated the extent to whi h out omes are dependent on ta ti al play by the agents. Finding that ta ti s an
have a big e e t on the out ome, we then identi ed how to
rule out the e e t of ta ti s, arguing that this is desirable
from a me hanism design perspe tive.
More work, of ourse, remains to be done in this area in
addition to that outlined above. Parti ularly important are:
determining the relationship between the lo utions we use in
these dialogues and those of agent ommuni ation languages
su h as the FIPA ACL; examining the e e t of adding new
lo utions (su h as retra t ) to the language; extending the
system with a more detailed model of preferen es; and providing an implementation. We are urrently investigating
these matters along with further dialogue types, su h as
planning dialogues [9℄.
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